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Chapter one

Introduction

HISTORY

Crude oi1, coal and natural gas are formed hundreds

ago. It was formed from the dead trees, ferns and

of millions of years

algae that filled the
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s',il-ps that were covering most of the earth. Through years the sand

covered the dead plants and converted to sedimentary rocks. In millions

of years the rocks, that kept forming, caused a huge pressure which

caused the formation of the coal, petroleum and natural gas.

- ;fl,here are no information about the first people that discovered the crude

'"'oil, as it popped to the surface of the earth from some openings or when

people found it instead of water in the wells.

Later the Egyptians people used by to cover their mummies to preserve it

and they also used it to seal the pyramids after burying their kings in it.

The Babylonians and Assyrians used it to pave the roads and seal their

boats. The Chinese used it for heating. While lots of people used it as

medicine as the American Indians, the Persians, the Romans and the

desert nomads used it to cure their camels from skin irritation.

The gth century noticed the first extract of crude oil in Iraq, then followed

Azerbaijan, al1 the previous uses were uses of the crude oil in its raw

feature. The first person that started to extract some products from the

crude oil was Muhammad ibn Zakariya Al Razi (865-925) a Persian

physician, chemist, scholar and philosopher. He refined crude oil and

produced kerosene.

Thc imporlance of crutlc oil was not so clear till the industry revolution in

the 18th and l gth ccnturics. whcn thc oil was discovered almost all over

the world.
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